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1 SUMMARY OF FRR REPORT
1.1 TEAM SUMMARY
1.1.1

Summary

The student section of the American Society of American Engineers (ASME) at Florida International
University (FIU) is participating in the 2014-2015 NASA Student Launch competition and intends to
continue in the Mini-MAV portion of the competition. As this is the first year in which FIU is
participating in the competition, the active goal is to continue establishing a rocketry group and foster
interest in the field of rocketry among the FIU student community.

1.1.2 Faculty Adviser
Dr. Benjamin Boesl
Assistant Professor, Mechanical Eng., PhD
bboesl@fiu.edu
(305) 348-3028

Florida International University
MME Department
10555 West Flagler Street
Miami, Florida 33174

1.1.3 Team Participants
Team Leader

Safety Officer

Giancarlo Lombardi
BS Mechanical Engineering – Senior
NAR Member – Level 1 Certified
glomb002@fiu.edu
(305)632-8584

Maryel Gonzalez
BS Mechanical Engineering – Senior
NAR Member – Level 1 Certified
mgonz219@gmail.com
(786)712-3155

Chief Engineer

Team Mentor

Christopher Hayes
BS Mechanical Engineering – Senior
NAR Member – Level 1 Certified
chaye001@fiu.edu
(305)905-4301

Joseph Coverston
BS Mechanical Engineering – Junior
TRA Member (#12413) – Level 2 Certified
jcove010@fiu.edu
(407)754-6572

Members
Name

Major

Standing

Juan T.

Mechanical Eng.

Junior

Shane C.

Mechanical Eng.

Junior

Jonathan P.

Mechanical Eng.

Junior

Jorge D.

Mechanical Eng.

Sophomore

Daniella B.

Mechanical Eng.

Sophomore

Jorge L.

Mechanical Eng.

Freshman
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1.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE SUMMARY
Size:

Total length = 9.4 feet
Outer diameter = 4 inches

Mass:

Total mass of rocket = 276.8 oz (with motor)

Motor Choice:

Cesaroni K2045 Vmax reload kit with a 4 grain Cesaroni case.

Recovery System

Rail Size

The recovery system consists of two PerfectFlite StratologgerCF altimeters
for parachute ejection, 2 GPS units, and 3 parachutes. The GPS units are
located in two separate electronics bays, forward and rear, which each
contain only a GPS unit and its power source. The two flight computers are
located in a central electronics bay along with their power sources. Both
flight computers are programmed to deploy the drogue parachute at apogee,
located in the lower parachute bay. The upper parachute bay consists of two
untethered parachutes. One is attached to the lower airframe and the other
to the payload bay and nosecone with a piston in-between them to ensure
separation. One altimeter is set to eject both parachutes at 1000 ft. The
second altimeter is set for ejection at 900 feet for redundancy.
The rocket uses Acme conformal rail guides on a 1.5 inch 80/20 aluminum
rail.

1.3 AGSE/PAYLOAD SUMMARY
Payload:
AGSE:

PVC Payload Provided by NASA
After placement of payload on the ground, the AGSE Arduino Mega will be
powered on by the master power switch. An electronic pause switch will
then be activated, pausing all AGSE equipment. Once the rocket is cleared
to begin, AGSE movement and all nonessential personnel have cleared the
area, the pause switch will be deactivated, and the AGSE arm will grab the
payload and then move to a position above the rocket. The payload will then
be deposited into the rocket payload bay, and the Arduino Mega controller
will close the payload door after an internal contact switch in the payload
bay is closed, indicating successful payload insertion, or after 10 seconds, in
the event that the payload does not trigger the sensor. The Arduino Mega
will then close the payload bay door using the extending rod. Once the
motor has reached the end of its travel as designated in the programming of
the Arduino (thus closing the payload bay door), the Arduino will then
activate the Linear motor to raise the rocket into the flight ready position.
Once in the flight ready position, a team member will arm the flight
computers and insert the motor igniter manually into the rocket. The
Launch Control Officer (LCO) will then launch the rocket.
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2 CHANGES MADE SINCE CDR
2.1 CHANGES MADE TO PROJECT PLAN

The team has chosen to step down into the Mini-Mav portion of the competition. Reasons for this
change include:
 Time constraints
- Given our limited number of members, each member was under a heavy work load to
complete competition requirements.
 Work Load
- Given necessary repair work for the rocket as a result of the full-scale test flight, the
team decided to focus on the vehicle’s structural integrity and performance.

2.2 CHANGES MADE TO VEHICLE CRITERIA




The parachute sizes have been changed so that the lower section will now descend on an 18
inch drogue and 96 inch main parachute. This is due to the fast descent velocity on the subscale
test and weight added since.
The payload bay has been simplified as to be motor-less and the door is now secured by a
strong magnet.
The central electronics bay was redesigned to make loading and arming electronics more time
efficient as well as increase axial strength.

2.3 CHANGES MADE TO AGSE/PAYLOAD CRITERIA



Due to the switch to Mini-Mav, the igniter insertion assembly has been removed and replaced
with a standard thrust plate.
An external payload-bay door closing mechanism has been added.
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3 VEHICLE CRITERIA
3.1 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF VEHICLE

3.1.1 Design and Construction of Launch Vehicle
3.1.1.1
3.1.1.1.1

Structural elements
Airframe

The airframe is constructed from phenolic tube and couplers which are bonded with epoxy. In
addition, the tube will be further reinforced with a single-layer woven bi-axial carbon fiber sleeve. This
is done to help the full scale rocket stand up to the increased forces born from a stronger motor being
used for the full scale design.
3.1.1.1.2

Fins

We are using trapezoidal fins for this mission. This fins are made of G10 fiberglass covered in a layer
of Kevlar and give a stability of 5 calibers or greater for a payload and airframe combined weight of
12-20 lbs. The fins are 0.093” thick, and are firmly secured to both the inner motor mount and airframe
to reduce the vibrations that occur in high speed flight. As the motor selected generates greater than
2000N within the first tenth of a second after ignition, our fins are made of an extremely strong
material. They are attached to the rocket with an inner fillet of epoxy glue. The interior wall of the
airframe also has an epoxy fillet that connects to the fins. Prior to adhesion, all surfaces are roughed
with 400 grit sandpaper to ensure proper bonding occurs. The exterior fillet that connects the airframe
to the fins is made from JB KWIK, which was chosen for its exceptional adhesive properties and high
viscosity. This allows for a large airspeed to be maintained by the rocket with only a minimal amount
of fin flutter.
3.1.1.1.3

Bulkheads

We are using two types of bulkheads on this vehicle. The lower bulkhead on the central electronics
bay and on the payload bay are composed of one layer of ¼ inch thick plywood and a 0.093” thick
layer of G10 fiberglass reinforcement. They are secured with epoxy and JB KWICK fillets, and have
been proven to withstand extremely hard parachute ejections.
The second type of bulkhead was made using a PVC cleanout plug. This has proved to be a very
efficient way to access our lower and central electronics bays while also providing an extremely secure
method of connection for our recovery system. It has also been proven to be able to withstand a hard
parachute ejection.
3.1.1.1.4

Attachment Hardware

We are using 4 1/8 inch diameter nylon pins to secure both the drogue bay and main parachute bay
to the central electronics bay, and to secure the payload bay to the nose cone. These pins have been
proven to withstand large ejection charges and hard parachute ejections. Our separation points will be
retained with 2 nylon 6/6 shear pins to prevent drag separation of the rocket.
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Figure 1: Nylon pin for airframe attachment

3.1.1.2

Central Electronics Bay

Figure 2: Central Electronics Bay

3.1.1.2.1

Wiring

Our central electronics bay features a unique quick disconnect wiring system to allow for simpler and
safer operation as well as helping to increase structural support. As seen in Figure 2, the drogue
parachute ejection terminals are mounted on the lower bulkhead and the main parachute ejection
terminals are routed through the walls of the PVC plug for attachment on the top side. This allows
for the plug to be removed without any wiring attachments as seen below. The drogue ejection wires
are routed through the lower plywood/G10 bulkhead, cleanly along the walls of the bay up to the
threads of the PVC bulkhead, where they merge with the main ejection wires in a 4 pin male connector.
The 4 pin female connector is mounted to the board and connects to our PerfectFlite StratologgerCF
flight computer. The flight computer is powered by a 9 volt battery and activated and deactivated by
means of a switch using a pin. In addition, power to the flight computer can be controlled with an
on/off switch located on the 9 volt battery holder.
This configuration is repeated identically on the opposite side of the bay for our redundant electronics.
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Figure 3: PVC end cap opening of central electronics bay

3.1.1.2.2

Switches, Battery, and Avionics Board retention

Figure 4: Central Electronics Bay sled

The switch consists of a guiding tube where a pin will be inserted and press down on a small lever to
deactivate the flight computers. It is held in place by liberal use of JB KWICK along with the battery
holder and male 4 pin connector. The PefectFlite StratologgerCF flight computer is retained by 4
bolts, spaces and nuts. Because there is some play in the batter holder, two small G10 spacers have
been inserted behind the battery to prevent disconnection during lift off.
3.1.1.2.3

Retention of Electronics Sled
10

The central electronics bay sled is retained by a pair of G10 rails glued to the side walls of the bay.
This provides quick and convenient access to the board as well as providing structural support to the
electronics bay walls. It is retained axially by a lower bulkhead of G10 reinforced plywood and an
upper PVC bulkhead.

Figure 5: Inside view of Central Electronics Bay

3.1.1.3
3.1.1.3.1

Upper and lower Electronics Bays
Lower electronics Bay

The lower electronics bay consists of a GPS unit powered by two 9 volt batteries wires in series for a
total of 18 volts. It is retained by aerospace grade polystyrene foam which provides the mounting
structure as well as excellent shock absorption. The GPS assembly is inserted into the lower electronics
bay which is enclosed by a PVC bulkhead.
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Figure 6: Lower Electronics Bay

3.1.1.3.2

Upper Electronics Bay

The upper electronics bay consists of our second GPS, powered by two nine volt batteries wired in
series. They are mounted on a tight fitting wooden sled using Velcro and zip ties, and retained by two
threaded bolts and a plate.

Figure 7: Upper electronics Bay
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3.1.1.4

Drawings and schematics

All dimensions are given in inches.

Figure 8: Rocket component dimensions

Figure 9: Nosecone and upper electronics bay dimensions

Figure 10: Central electronics bay dimensions
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Figure 11: Fin can and lower electronics bay dimensions

3.1.2 Flight Reliability Confidence
Our flights with this rocket are very repeatable. Two different ground tests were conducted on our
dual main parachute design, and the composite airframe has been shown to be resilient to gunpowder
charges of 6 grams of gunpowder. Our flights have been relatively predictable, with the exception of
a few quick descents from apogee on the drogue. Due to the high strength of the composite airframe
and the reinforcement of critical components such as eye bolt mating surfaces, even quick descents
would not be a challenge for the successful recovery of our rocket.
The rocket has been tested to statically take 350lbs of force in the hoop direction before failure, and
since the fiber orientation of the composite sleeves is about 15 degrees from axial, we expect an even
higher amount of load can be applied in compression. The composite airframe is able to withstand at
least 350lbs of compression in the axial direction. The flight electronics have been flown multiple
times, and the voltage levels for the batteries during the flight has been higher than 9V, only dropping
to 8.5V as the ejection charges are fired for each event.
The Electronics bay is slid into the outer housing, allowing for precise positioning of the dis-arming
switches. In addition, the mount for the sled is made out of G10 pieces which reinforce the electronics
bay from pulling apart under high load.
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3.1.3 Test Data and Analysis

Figure 12: Full-scale test flight data - Altimeter 1

Figure 13: Full-scale test flight data – Altimeter 2

3.1.4 Workmanship and Mission Success
It is crucial to maintain high standards of workmanship when building and assembling all the parts
and structures that go into the launch vehicle in order to ensure the vehicle behaves as planned and
ultimately the mission is successful. Due to the strong forces at work on the vehicle during flight, low
quality workmanship can lead to failure of the vehicle in many different ways. In the case of the
exterior of the rocket, the flight properties can be vastly changed if time and care are not taken when
applying protective fiberglass coatings. Poor workmanship when applying fiberglass coatings result in
irregular surface roughness and topography. This can alter the flight away from a predictable path and
make it unsafe for those present at launch. Furthermore, within the rocket, there are many sensitive
instruments that need proper protection in order to continue to function throughout the flight. These
instruments are located near to black powder charges meant to release parachutes in order to allow
15

the rocket to descend slowly. If the instruments are not carefully mounted and protected, they could
easily break on either take off, if the instruments were not properly secured, or upon the ignition of
the charge, if care was not taken to protect them from the blast. In either case, this leads to the
malfunctioning of the either the flight computers, meaning the parachutes will not deploy and the
rocket will suffer a crash landing, or the failure of the GPS units, which will potentially make the rocket
unrecoverable due to it being lost in an unknown location. Alternately, if structures built within the
rocket come loose during flight they could potentially tear up the internals of the rocket and tangle up
the chutes, making the rocket crash land and fail in both cases.

3.1.5 Full-Scale Launch Test Results
In our full scale flight we successfully flew our rocket to an altitude of 2721 feet, which was shorter
than our initially predicted altitude of 3000. This was due to very high wind at the launch day lowering
our overall altitude. The flight data we retrieved signifies that the way we have been simulating high
wind on flights may be flawed, and that our design will not reach maximum altitude due to having a
stability of about 5 calibers, and weather cocking into the wind accordingly.

3.1.6 Mass Report
Section
Nosecone/Upper
Electronics Bay
Payload Bay
Central
Electronics Bay
Parachute Bays

Combined Section
Weight + Carbon
Weight (lb)
4.5lbs
11.2lbs

Basis for Reported Masses
Weighed payload bay and electronics bay as configured for
full scale test flight
Weighed payload bay and electronics bay as configured for
full scale test flight

Lower
Body/Lower
Electronics Bay

Total Weight

15.7lbs

3.2 RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM
The recovery system we have tested is capable of withstanding extremely hard ejections. On one test,
the main parachute deployed at a velocity of 300 ft/s. The very minor damage that was done to the
recovery system at this speed proves that the design is capable of withstanding extremely high levels
of load. The system is redundant, with two flight computers blowing gunpowder charges at 1000ft
and 700 ft for the main, and both computers blowing a charge at apogee, with one computer delayed
2 seconds from the first charge.
The Eyebolts chosen for recovery are rated up to 1300lbs, and each bulkhead has reinforcement on
both sides. An 18” nylon parachute will be used for the drogue, a 54” nylon parachute will be used
for the payload bay and a 96” nylon parachute will be used for the lower airframe. The harnesses are
made of Kevlar threads. The parachutes were secured to the vehicle using forged steel eyebolts, backed
on both sides by fender washers. A non-lock nut is coated with red Loctite and threaded lightly against
the top of the eyebolt ring so that it rests on top of a fender washer. This is then inserted into the
bulkhead, and an additional fender washer is placed on the opposite side and is secured with a nylon
washer. All of the eyebolts are continuous 3/8” forged steel with no gaps in the eye. If the first charge
16

of gunpowder does not eject the main parachutes, the second charge has 2 grams more gunpowder to
ensure an ejection.
Using a vacuum to bring the flight computers to altitude, we successfully deployed both the drogue
and the main with only 4 grams for the main and 2 grams for the drogue. For the flight, the charges
used will be 6 and 7, to ensure proper ejection occurs.

Figure 14: Parachute Ejection Scheme

Figure 15: “Exploded” view of rocket deployment
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Figure 16: 6/6 Nylon Shear Pin

3.2.1 Recovery Electronics
Two GPS units will be used to locate the two separate parts of the rocket. The GPS units transmit on
the frequencies 850/900/1800/1900MHz at .264 watts.

GPS unit

The rocket payload bay has 2 PerfectFlite StratologgerCF altimeters with dual deployment. Both of
the flight computers will be in the middle electronics bay, with Altimeter #1 having an apogee delay
of 0 seconds, and a main deployment altitude of 1000 ft. Altimeter #2 will have an apogee delay of 2
seconds, and a main deployment of 900 ft. The drogue section of the rocket, located in the lower part
of the airframe will be separated at apogee. The flight altimeters are mounted to opposite sides of a
wooden panel, and have separate 9V batteries and switches. The switches used are normally open
switches, and are disarmed on the pad by an inserted metal rod, as recommended by the manufacturer.
The altimeter bay has 4 x 0.151” holes 90 degrees apart from each other for air pressure to permeate
the payload bay.
The altimeters are connected to the terminals that the ejection charges attach to by means of a 4 blade
connecter that is removable so the bay can be removed from the electronics bay. The recovery system
is not susceptible to any interference except for large electromagnetic fields which have the ability to
set off the ejection charges once they are loaded into the rocket.
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3.2.2 Safety and Failure Analysis
Potential Hazards and Failures
Parachute burns from exposure to
ejection charge due to improper
installation of Kevlar blanket and
wadding.

Risk Level

Verification/Mitigation

Improbable

During preparation, it will be ensured that
a Kevlar blanket completely wraps around
parachute making the risk improbable.

Eyebolt does not provide sufficient
anchor for shock cords

Highly
Improbable

Parachute detaches from shock cord
resulting in an uncontrolled descent.

Occasional

Removable Pin Fails

Improbable

Altimeters and GPS units fail to
function causing uncontrolled descent
of vehicle due to signal failure to
ejection charges.
Recovery System fails to deploy
causing sections to remain
unseparated, launch vehicle
susceptible to structural damage due
to kinetic energy upon impact, and
the endangerment to spectators and
property.

Steel 3/8 inch welded eye bolts were
selected ensuring that the eye bolt will not
splay open. The eye bolt selected is rated
to withstand 1,300lbs of force.
Parachute must be securely tied to the
shock cords and the Water Knot, Figure8-Knot, and stopper knots must be
applied where possible.
No removable pin has a high amount of
load that can be placed upon it, the
Kevlar shock cord will retain the airframe
in the event that the removable pins fail

Occasional

Batteries will be checked and replaced
after each launch to ensure full charge.

Occasional

Appropriate and sufficient ground
ejection testing has been done to verify all
launch procedures go as planned.

3.3 MISSION PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
3.3.1 Mission Performance Criteria
3.3.1.1

Mission Statement

3.3.1.2

Mission Success Criteria

FIU ASME will design and build Autonomous Ground Support Equipment (AGSE) that will be
capable of performing on-pad operations to prepare a high-powered rocket for launch. The rocket
will be capable of reaching altitudes no greater than 5000 ft above ground level. In addition, the AGSE
will recover a payload located outside the rocket’s mold line and insert the payload into the rocket’s
payload bay.
The mission will be considered to be a success if the following criteria are met:
1. The AGSE safely captures and contains the payload within the launch vehicle.
2. The launch vehicle’s apogee does not exceed 5000 ft above ground level.
3. The payload is ejected at 1000 ft.
4. The launch vehicle’s descent is controlled and does not result in damage to itself, property,
or people.
5. No safety violations occur.
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3.3.2 Flight profile simulation

Our predicted altitude wth real vehicle weights is 3105ft above ground level. Our total mass of the
rocket is 15.7lbs.
The motor thrust curve for a Cesaroni K2045 motor is shown below.

Figure 17: Cesaroni K2045 Vmax Motor Thrust Curve

3.3.3 Design to Test Comparison
Our analysis has been made more accurate by our measured weights for our total rocket. As composite
airframe weights are difficult to predict prior to creation, our predicted mass growth was initially on
the order of 5lbs. After having completed the rocket airframe manufacturing we re-weighed the rocket
and inputted these numbers into Rocksim for analysis, and discovered that for our flight simulations
20

“worst case” scenario where high winds were present, our rocket would reach an altitude of 3100ft
when fully loaded with the payload. In addition, since there was no data in rocksim on the approximate
weight of our Rocketman 8’ parachute, we had to guess at an approximate weight. After having
received all of our materials and having finished construction, we feel that our analysis of our rockets
performance is significantly closer to real world data than it was previously.

3.3.4 Stability Analysis

Figure 18: CDR Rocket Stability

As our rocket is over 6.5 calibers of stability, we determined that shaving the fins would give us a
lower level of stability with minimal impact upon the rest of our system. A lower stability margin is
necessary to control the flight of the rocket in the event that high wind is encountered at the launch
field.

Figure 19: Fin Shortening Diagram

We changed the tip chord to be 2.43” out of an original 1.75”. This changed our stability margin to
be only 5.01 calibers.
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Figure 20: New Rocket Stability

3.3.5 Kinetic Energy at Landing
Section

Combined Section
Weight + Carbon
Weight (lb)
4.5lbs

Nosecone/Upper
Electronics Bay
Payload Bay
Central
Electronics Bay
Parachute Bays

11.2lbs

Parachute

Velocity

Descent
Energy

54”

27.5 ft/s

54 ft lbs

18 ft/s

58 ft lbs

Drogue 12”
Rocketman 8ft
Parachute

Lower
Body/Lower
Electronics Bay

Total Weight
Using the formula for Kinetic energy and our known weight of the section our maximum descent rate
was calculated for the lower rocket section.
75ft*lbs = ½(13.75lbs/32.2 ft/s2)(V2)
V= 18.75 ft/s
A Rocketman parachute was chosen for the lower half of the rocket. The manufacturer does not have
specific Cd ratings for parachutes, but instead has a simple weight vs descent rate chart. Using this
chart, an 8ft parachute was selected.
Size
WEIGHT
FT/SEC.
MPH.
WEIGHT
FT/SEC.
MPH.
3FT.
1.7lb
15.95
10.87
2.1lb.
17.9
12.2
4FT.
3.0lb
15.95
10.87
3.7lb.
17.83
12.15
5FT.
4.7lb
15.63
10.6
5.7lb.
17.67
12.04
6FT.
6.5lb
15.65
10.67
8lb
17.67
12.04
7FT.
9lb.
15.79
10.76
11lb.
17.37
11.84
8FT.

12lb

15.95

11.74

15lb.

Table 2: Rocketman Parachute Descent Rates per Mass
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17.83

12.15

3.3.6 Drift Analysis
Drift simulation
(Mph and ft)
1
2
3
4
AVG

0

5

10

15

20

262

1077

1201

2754

3128

247
338
394
310.25

628
615
1019
834

1436
1210
1319
1291

2162
1870
2462
2312

2898
3318
2905
3062

3.4 VERIFICATION (VEHICLE)
Req.
Number

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4
1.5

1.6

1.7

Requirement

Design Feature

Verification
Method

A K-class motor will be
used to ensure the vehicle
Analysis
The vehicle shall deliver the payload to, will stay in proximity to the
but not exceeding, an apogee altitude desired altitude.
of 3,000 feet above ground level
(AGL).
The full-scale flight test
Testing
attained an altitude close to
3000 ft.
The
vehicle shall
carry
one Two barometric altimeters
commercially available, barometric will be located in the central
altimeter for recording the official electronics bay. The second Inspection
altitude
used in the competition altimeter is placed for
scoring.
redundancy.
All parts will be made to
The launch vehicle shall be designed to easily be put together on the Testing
be recoverable and reusable.
launch field, requiring Inspection
minimal tool use.
The launch vehicle shall have a The team’s launch vehicle
maximum of four (4) independent will have three independent Inspection
sections.
sections.
A single K-class motor will
The launch vehicle shall be limited to a
Testing
be used to propel the
single stage.
Inspection
rocket.
FIU ASME will host a
launch
preparation
procedures for its members
The launch vehicle shall be capable of and practice assembling the
being prepared for flight at the launch rocket before launch day.
Test
site within 2 hours.
The prescribed timeframe
for setup was met during
the full-scale flight test.
The launch vehicle shall be capable of FIU ASME will ensure that
remaining
in
launch-ready all battery power sources Test
configuration at the pad for a minimum are fully charged prior to Inspection
of 1 hour without losing the launch, and will test the
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1.8

1.9

1.12
1.13
1.14

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

functionality of any critical on-board ability of the vehicle to
component.
remain launch-ready for at
least an hour prior to launch
day.
The vehicle is developed to
The launch vehicle shall be capable of
be launched by a standard
being launched by a standard 12 volt
12 volt direct current firing
direct current firing system.
system.
The launch vehicle shall use a
commercially available solid motor
propulsion system using ammonium
perchlorate composite propellant The team shall purchase
(APCP) which is approved and certified and use a commercially
by the National Association of available solid K-class
Rocketry (NAR), Tripoli Rocketry motor.
Association (TRA), and/or the
Canadian Association of Rocketry
(CAR).
Pressure vessels on the vehicle shall be There are no pressure
approved by the RSO.
vessels on the vehicle
All teams shall successfully launch and
The subscale model was
recover a subscale model of their fullflown on January 10, 2015.
scale rocket prior to CDR.
All teams shall successfully launch and The full-scale rocket was
recover their full-scale rocket prior to launched and recovered on
FRR in its final flight configuration.
March 14, 2015.
The vehicle will deploy its
drogue parachute at apogee.
At 1000 ft, the forward
The launch vehicle shall stage the
airframe will be ejected with
deployment of its recovery devices,
the drogue, simultaneously
where a drogue parachute is deployed at
deploying its own main
apogee and a main parachute is
parachute.
The
lower
deployed at a much lower altitude.
airframe / booster section
will deploy its own main
parachute.
Ground ejection tests were
Teams must perform a successful
conducted prior to the fullground ejection test for both the drogue
scale launch. Separation of
and main parachutes.
components was ensured.
Simulations
concerning
At landing, each independent section of mass and descent rates were
the launch vehicle shall have a done to ensure the impact
maximum kinetic energy of 75 ft-lbf.
kinetic energy is less than 75
ft-lbf.
The recovery system electrical circuits Each electronics bay will
shall be completely independent of any have separate 9V power
payload electrical circuits.
sources.
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Inspection

Motor chosen

Inspection
Testing
Testing

Analysis
Testing

Testing

Analysis
Testing

Inspection

2.5

2.6

2.7
2.8

2.9

2.10

2.10.1

2.11.1

2.11.2

2.11.3

2.11.4

The recovery system shall contain The central electronics bay
redundant, commercially available will contain two altimeters
altimeters.
(one main, one redundant).
The two altimeters located
A dedicated arming switch shall arm
in the central electronics
each altimeter, which is accessible from
bay shall each have a
the exterior of the rocket airframe when
dedicated arming switch
the rocket is in the launch configuration
that will be accessible from
on the launch pad.
the exterior of the rocket.
Each altimeter shall have a dedicated Each altimeter will have a
power supply.
9V power source.
Each arming switch shall be capable of An internal spring will lock
being locked in the ON position for the switch to the ON
launch.
position for launch.
Removable shear pins shall be used for Removable shear pins will
both the main parachute compartment be included to maintain
and
the
drogue
parachute structural rigidity of the
compartment.
vehicle.
An electronic tracking device shall be GPS units will be installed
installed in the launch vehicle and shall in each electronic bay
transmit the position of the tethered (representing the two
vehicle or any independent section to a airframe groups that will
ground receiver.
come independently).
Any rocket section, or payload
The forward and rear
component, which lands untethered to
electronic bays will each be
the launch vehicle shall also carry an
equipped with a GPS unit.
active electronic tracking device.
The recovery system altimeters shall be The redundant altimeters
physically located in a separate will be located in the central
compartment within the vehicle from electronic bay. One GPS
any other radio frequency transmitting unit will be located in the
device
and/or
magnetic
wave forward and rear electronics
producing device.
bay each.
The bulkhead that will
The recovery system electronics shall be separate each electronics
shielded from all onboard transmitting bay will be lined with
devices, to avoid inadvertent excitation aluminum foil tape so as to
of the recovery system electronics.
isolate the altimeters from
any transmitting devices.
The recovery system electronics shall be
shielded from all onboard devices
There will be no onboard
which may generate magnetic waves
devices
that
generate
(such as generators, solenoid valves,
magnetic waves.
and Tesla coils) to avoid inadvertent
excitation of the recovery system.
The recovery system electronics shall be
Other considerations will
shielded from any other onboard
be made to prevent any
devices which may adversely affect the
disruption of the altimeter
proper operation of the recovery
performance.
system electronics.
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Testing
Inspection

Testing
Inspection

Inspection
Inspection

Inspection

Inspection

Inspection

Inspection

Testing
Inspection

Inspection

Testing

3.5 SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT (VEHICLE)

3.5.1 Safety and Mission Assurance Analysis
Potential
Failure Mode

Cause

Consequence

Mitigation

Parachute burns due to Improper installation Ensure
blanket
ejection charge
of Kevlar blanket
completely
wraps
around parachute
Parachute
detaches Vehicle
has Securely
tie
the
Parachute Failure
from shock chord
uncontrolled descent parachutes to the
leading to catastrophic shock chords; multiple
failure
people will check
know strength
Igniter fails to ignite
Motor
will
not Ensure continuity;
combust; rocket will Properly store igniters
not launch
Launch Failure
Motor explodes
Rocket will not launch; Proper storage of
Catastrophic damage motor
to vehicle and AGSE
Leads break free
Signals are not sent to Install thicker gauge
ejection
charges; wire
uncontrolled descent
of vehicle
Altimeter Failure
Altimeter runs out of Ejection charges do Put a new battery in
battery power
not
activate; each altimeter before
uncontrolled descent each launch; ensure
of vehicle
they are fully charged
Rail guide separates Rocket
has
an Proper
installation,
while on launch rail.
undesirable trajectory. alignment,
and
location
of
rail
buttons.
Fins break during Rocket is unstable Use proper materials
flight due to drag during flight
and
construction
External
Structural
force.
techniques for fins.
Failure
Upper electronics bay Damage to electronics. Construction of the
hatch detaches in Rocket has unstable electronics bay hatch
flight.
flight.
will ensure a smooth
contour and will be
firmly attached.
Internal components Rocket’s center of Apply enough epoxy
shift during initial gravity shifts, resulting to secure internal
thrust.
in an unstable flight.
components.
Internal
Failure

Structural
Couplers fail from Body tube connections
being too short.
are weak. Rocket
breaks apart during
liftoff.
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Ensure couplers are at
least one tube diameter
in length to hold the
rocket together.

Coupler tube is very Coupler brakes upon
brittle
parachute deployment,
causing parachute to
separate from the
rocket. Rocket descent
is no longer controlled
and increases in speed,
rather than slow down.
Motor Mount fails
Motor flies through
the
rocket
and
damages components.
Rocket
flight
is
unstable.
Ejection charges fail to Pressure increase is
ignite
not sufficient to eject
airframe components.
Uncontrolled descent
Ejection
Charge
of vehicle.
Failure
Ejection charge too Potential damage to
large
internal and external
components of vehicle
Premature separation Damage to rocket due
of rocket components to unforeseen forces
acting on the vehicle
Separation Failure
Lack of separation of Rocket comes down
rocket components
”ballistic”, posing a
safety threat to life and
property

Reinforce
internal
coupler walls to match
the strength required
to sustain the high
loads present upon
parachute deployment
Make the forward
motor
mount
bulkhead thick enough
Ground ejection test

Ground ejection test
Ensure connections
are strong and do not
easily shift around
Ground ejection test
was performed to
ensure
component
separation

3.5.2 Personnel Hazards
Source of Hazard
Black Powder

Hazard
Mitigation
Explosive
if
contained Insure proper storage. Keep
improperly
away from sparks, heat, and open
flame. DO NOT arm altimeters
until ready.

Motor Handling

Unexpected combustion

Proper storage. Keep away from
sparks, heat, and open flame. DO
NOT install igniter until on
launch pad.
Igniter Handling
Burns if ignited
Keep away from static charge,
extreme temperatures, and
Kevlar and Carbon Fiber
When sanding: eye and skin Utilize ventilation masks, long
irritant and inhalation hazard sleeves, and latex gloves while
sanding. Sand in a well-ventilated
area
Power tools (vibratory cutter, Personnel could be injured if All team members must undergo
power drill, Dremel)
improperly used.
proper training and instruction
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Belt Sander

Epoxy

before being allowed to use any
power tools. Correct usage while
powered off will be required to
be allowed to use any power
tools.
Particles may be dispersed Utilize protective eyewear and
into the air, may enter a ventilation masks. DO NOT
member’s eyes or respiratory wear gloves or long sleeves. Sand
system
in a well-ventilated area.
Toxic fumes;
Skin irritant

Utilize ventilation masks and
neoprene gloves. Use in a wellventilated area.

3.5.3 Environmental Concerns
Many environmental factors can affect the integrity of the launch vehicle. First and foremost, wind
speeds directly impact its flight when off the launch rail. If the vehicle has not attained an appropriate
velocity such that it is “stable”, winds could weathercock the vehicle and cause it to fly into the
direction of the incoming wind. This could pose a threat to the crowd below if a severe degree of
inclination is attained as a result of the wind. Upon descent, if wind speeds prove great enough, the
rocket could drift far beyond the confines of the launch range, landing on property not protected by
the NASA Student Launch. In addition to the wind, the range must be clear of any weather events
(namely, precipitation). This is to ensure that none of the onboard and AGSE electronics are harmed
as a result of precipitation.
Serious measures must be taken so that the vehicle has minimal impact to the environment.
One measure that will be taken will be to not use any motors that expel titanium sponges, enforced
by Requirement 1.16.3 of the competition Handbook. This will be done so as to minimize the
probability of fire starting on the ground beneath the launch pad upon motor ignition. The pad will
be verified to not have any wildlife in the surrounding area so as to ensure there is no danger to life
due to the vehicle’s motor ignition.

3.6 AGSE INTEGRATION

3.6.1 Launch Vehicle Interface

The AGSE will push the payload bay door upwards so that it falls over and closes itself using strong
magnets. The Push rod motor for the AGSE is mounted 5” from the center line of the rocket launch
rail and is positioned straight upwards. The Robot arm is connected with 8020 rail at a fixed distance
of 18” away from the payload bay door. The payload bay door is open wide enough so that if the
robot claw on the arm prematurely opens the payload will simply fall onto the door, and then roll into
the payload bay. Using 8020 rail has allowed for fixed positions of equipment, and after marking each
area with a Sharpie for position, assembling the AGSE components to ensure repeatable, exact
locations are attained.
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Figure 21: Rocket mounted on AGSE at full-scale flight test

3.6.2 Payload Housing Integrity
The payload bay is constructed from carbon fiber airframe, with bolts transferring much of the load
around the cutout of the door. We have demonstrated that 4 x ¼” threaded rods are more than capable
of taking the force of a very hard ejection.
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4 AGSE/PAYLOAD CRITERIA

Figure 22: Full AGSE

4.1 EXPERIMENT CONCEPT

4.1.1 Creativity and originality

We believe our design to be fairly creative, as single degree of freedom arm grabbing a payload is a
fairly geometrical task, and this design requires a great deal of insight into elegant designs.

4.1.2 Uniqueness or significance
This design is unique and significant because it allows for a single, inexpensive system to be used, in
lieu of more costly alternatives. We believe that many other groups will use less repeatable, more
expensive systems, and have therefore prioritized developing a simple method that utilizes basic
motion and minimal parts.

4.2 SCIENCE VALUE
The objectives of the AGSE is to successfully and safely deliver the payload into the payload bay of
our rocket while utilizing the simplest yet highly efficient design.

4.2.1 AGSE/Payload Objectives.
The primary objective of the AGSE is to successfully and safely deliver the payload into the payload
bay of the rocket while utilizing the simplest yet highly efficient autonomous design. The AGSE will
autonomously open the launch vehicle payload bay, retrieve the payload from the ground, safely
deposit the payload into the launch vehicle, and shut the payload bay. The AGSE will then raise the
launch rail to 15 degrees, pending weather conditions.

4.2.2 AGSE/Payload Success Criteria.
The AGSE must be able to flawlessly perform all proposed objectives while utilizing minimal amount
of electronic power and time. More specifically, the robotic arm must be able to successfully grip and
un-grip the payload without fully relying on friction forces to either hold it in place while transporting
the payload or completely dropping it into the launch vehicle.
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4.2.3 Experimental Logic, Approach, and Method of Investigation.
The approach and experimental logic towards the AGSE design is to utilize the simplest design while
improving efficiency by means of power and time dedicated to securing the payload into its housing
and safely preparing the rocket for a successful and safe launch. By utilizing momentum and
gravitational force to autonomously unload the payload into the launch vehicle, a great amount or
resources and power will be spared.

4.2.4 Test and Measurement, Variables, and Controls.
We have measured the AGSE to have very close tolerances on the materials used. The main variable
that we are seeking to currently mitigate is the high amount of wind that may be present on the
Huntsville launch field. Stiffness and moment studies were being conducted on the AGSE in an
attempt to minimize any bending or jolt that may occur from a high wind environment.

4.2.5 Relevance of Expected Data and Accuracy/Error Analysis.
The data that we will collect from the AGSE system will be very relevant to research concerning the
retrieval of objects that have been previously attached to a system and must be recovered. It is our
design intent of our AGSE system to create a repeatable loading arm that can be used for many
applications, including loading soil or chemical probes into a launch vehicle.
The Errors that may occur while using our AGSE system will be a result of misaligned electronic angle
control motors. In our analysis, we have determined that the only steps we can take to avoid this
would be to switch from using lower torque servo motors to higher torque micro stepper motors.

4.2.6 Experiment Process Procedures.
In order to accurately perform experimental testing on the AGSE, controlled and variable testing took
place. The controlled test was performed under pristine weather conditions with minimal to zero wind
speed. Measurements were taken for time, power distribution, and successful completion of its
objectives. Variable tests were performed under different wind speeds, between 5 mph to 10 mph, to
locate performance differences such as stability and timing. During each test the AGSE successfully
performed unchangingly. Under the variable wind speeds the timing of completion changed by a
diminishing factor.
AGSE COMPLETION TIMES
Payload Loading
approx. 60 seconds
Bay Door Closing
approx. 30 seconds
Rail Lift
approx. 120 seconds
Igniter Insertion
approx. 45 seconds
The robotic arm was also tested for loading at different angles. The objective was to obtain an angle
that would successfully load the payload without the payload slipping and the claw successfully
injecting the payload into the launch vehicle. The critical and optimal angle tested to be 30 degrees.
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4.3 AGSE/PAYLOAD DESIGN

Figure 23: Full configuration of the rocket mounted on the AGSE

4.3.1 Structural Elements

Figure 24: 80/20 Rail Cross section Dimension Drawing
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Figure 25: Launch Rail Horizontal Position Dimensions

Figure 26: Launch Rail Back View Drawing
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Figure 27: Launch Rail Erect Drawing
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Figure 28: Launch Rail Top View Drawing
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4.3.1.1

Payload Grabber

Figure 29: Payload Claw Drawing

4.3.1.2

Payload Bay Closing Motor

Figure 30: Motor to close payload bay door
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4.3.2 Electrical Elements

Figure 31: Voltage overview of AGSE

4.3.2.1

Relays

2 types of Relays are used in this diagram.

Figure 2: Low Voltage Pull LED Isolated DPDT switch for Relay 5 and 4
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Figure 3: 12 Volt Pull DPDT switch for relay 1,2, and 3

R1-Normally Closed – Opens in response to +12V Aux power from Main control panel, Cuts IC
power to the Adafruit Board
R2-Normally Closed – Opens in response to +12V Aux power from Main control panel, Cuts power
to the main 12V system, preventing Linear actuator or Igniter inserter from running
R3-Normally Closed – Opens in response to +12V Aux power from Main control panel, Cuts power
to 6V servo power system, which runs through the Adafruit controller.
R4-Normally Open – Closes in response to 3-5V signal from D4 output on Arduino.
R5- Normally Open – Closes in response to 3-5V signal from D3 output on Arduino. Second channel
of relay is set to reverse polarity of Chanel 1, to allow motor on igniter inserter to be controlled both
ways.
4.3.2.2

Switches

Normal switches, Rated for 12V
S0 – Normally closed – Opens to cut 7.2V power to Arduino
S1- Normally open- Closes to signal Arduino with 4 volts to digitally “pause”
S2- Normally open. – Closes to signal Arduino to continue operation
S3- Normally open - Cuts IC power to the Adafruit Board
S4-Normally open - Cuts power to the main 12V system, preventing Linear actuator or Igniter inserter
from running
S5- Normally open - Cuts power to 6V servo power system, which runs through the Adafruit
controller.
S6- DPDT switch that changes polarity for reversal of Linear Actuator manually
S7- Not pictured – Connected in parallel to Relay 4 - Manual override of DPDT relay 4
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4.3.2.3

Batteries

2x3.7V lithium Polymer batteries rated for 2200mAh
3x6V batteries 4.5Ah
1x9V battery 565mAh
4.3.2.4

Built Circuits

A voltage diving circuit is used to drop the voltage from 7.2 to 4.31 volts
R1total=(100ohm + 47ohm) Series resistors give equivalent resistance of 147 ohms
R2=220ohm
4.3.2.5

Capacitor

1000 microfarad capacitor is used on the Adafruit board
4.3.2.6

Arduino

The digital I/O system of the Arduino is not designed to handle large amounts of current, therefore
a relay system was used. A specialty DPDT relay is made for the Arduino that allows a low 3.3-5V
signal to trigger a relay. In the case of the Igniter insertion motor, a phase reversal system is used so
that the inserter can reverse once the igniter is fully installed.

Figure 5: DPDT Reversal Diagram

A manual DPDT switch is installed in-between the Arduino and the linear actuator. A manual switch
is used for the Linear Actuator due to optimization of the system for speed of operation. In addition,
this eliminates a failure mode of the electronic system where the linear actuator could electronically
be activated in error, and attempt to lower the rocket, putting intense stress upon our angular retention
system.
The low voltage relays require a VCC and GND connection from the Arduino.
4.3.2.7

Adafruit Servo Controller

The manufacturer recommends a large power supply for this controller, and the majority of our servos
are 6V, so the system is powered by a large 4.5Ah 6V battery with a 1000uF capacitor to help with
voltage fluctuations as a result of activating high-torque servos. The main Integrated Circuit (IC) of
the Adafruit controller is powered by
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From the main Arduino Board.
4.3.2.8

Battery

The dual pause switch design of the AGSE is very reliable, allowing for both a computer based and
physical “off” switch for all of the AGSE operations. The power system must deliver 12 volts of
power and have a significant amount of power stored. If the power source does not deliver 12 volts
and a necessary amount of amps to the motors, they will not have enough power to accomplish the
main mission. The evaluation of the power system will be done by testing the system after having it
switched into the “pause” condition for one hour. If the fully charged battery is able to fulfill the
mission after an hour of “pause” and still maintains a voltage of no less than 11.9Volts it will be
considered to “pass” the evaluation. A digital voltmeter will be connected to the main 12V battery,
and readings will be taken from the battery before and during AGSE operations. All switches for the
AGSE system will be automotive grade, capable of 15W. A control panel with both pause switches
and a fault indicator light will control the AGSEs automation.
4.3.2.9

Diode

A 12V diode is used at the 7.2V to 9V battery connection so that the 9V battery cannot charge the
7.2V cell in the event of a bad ground.
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4.3.3 Location of AGSE electronics

Figure 32: Location of AGSE electronics

4.3.4 Precision of Instrumentation and Repeatability of Measurement
The AGSE system is very precise due to its construction out of extruded series 15 8020 rails. The
measurements of the servo positions that the AGSE will take in order to execute autonomous
operation will vary by 5-10 degrees, depending on placement of the motor, since the high level of
torque required to move the varying parts of the AGSE will alter the real position of the servo motor
from the reported position. We do not consider this to be a hindrance to the repeatability of the servo
motors, as the entire system of servos is designed to move from one end of travel to another and then
to be electronically limited, rather than operated from a specific angle to a different angle. This will
allow us to maintain a high level of repeatability, despite the inaccuracies that arise due to the use of
high moment parts with comparatively low torque servo motors.

4.3.5 Workmanship and Mission Success

In the case of the AGSE and payload delivery mechanism, high standards of workmanship play a
principal role in the successful launch of the rocket. The AGSE needs to be built to withstand the
weight of the rocket fully erect, and at an angle. Due to the length of the rail required, the base of the
AGSE must be built especially strong. If built poorly, the AGSE could, at the worst, fail from the
weight of the rocket alone, or it may not withstand the forces acting upon it during launch. If either
case proves true, especially the latter, it could endanger those present at launch by sending the rocket
horizontally in an unintended direction, leading both to potential personal harm and the potential
destruction of the rocket. The payload delivery mechanism needs to be built with strong enough joints
that will support the weight of both the payload and the arms of the mechanism. The mechanism
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needs to be able to overcome the inertial force of the payload and load it successfully into the rocket.
If it is poorly built the payload could very easily fail to load into the rocket. If it does overcome all the
inertial forces and successfully load the payload into the bay the next potential point of failure due to
low quality workmanship lies in the payload bay door mechanism. Being an internal component of
the rocket there is the potential for it to come apart if improperly secured and cause damage to the
rocket internally. There is also the potential of failure if the bay is improperly protected from the
forces of the charges meant to release the parachutes. Furthermore if the mechanism itself is poorly
built the door could remain open during flight and potentially rip off. In this instance this would
structurally compromise the rocket at that point and lead to a catastrophic midflight failure of the
rocket, as well as loss of the payload.

4.4 VERIFICATION
Req.
Number
3.1.1.1
3.1.1.2
3.1.1.3

3.1.1.6

3.1.1.7

3.1.1.8

3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.4.1

3.1.4.3

3.1.4.4

Requirement

Design Feature

Teams will position their launch vehicle
horizontally on the AGSE.
A master switch will be activated to power on
all autonomous procedures and subroutines.
After the master switch is turned on, a pause
switch will be activated, temporarily halting
all AGSE procedure and subroutines.
Once the pause switch is deactivated, the
AGSE will progress through all subroutines
starting with the capture and containment of
the payload, then erection of the launch
platform, and lastly the insertion of the motor
igniter. The launch platform must be erected
to an angle of 5 degrees off vertical pointed
away from the spectators.

The launch rail will begin in the
horizontal position.
A master switch will be included in
the Launch Controller.
A pause switch will be
incorporated to the Launch
Controller.
A robot arm will grip the payload
and drop into the vehicle. The
launch rail will be raised using a
linear actuator at the base. The
igniter will be attached to a rack
and will be raised using a small
stepper motor, inserting the igniter
into the motor.
An exterior arming switch will
The one team member will arm all recovery
located outside each electronics
electronics.
bay to turn on the altimeters.
Once the launch services official has
inspected the launch vehicle and declares that A master arming switch will be
the system is eligible for launch, he/she will included in the Launch Controller
activate a master arming switch to enable to enable the ignition of the motor.
ignition procedures.
The AGSE will be fully
All AGSE systems shall be fully autonomous. commanded through an Arduino
Mega microcontroller board.
Any pressure vessel used in the AGSE will No pressure vessels will be used in
follow all regulations set by requirement 1.12. the AGSE.
Each launch vehicle must have the space to
A payload bay has been designed
contain a cylindrical payload approximately
to comfortably contain the
3/4 inch in diameter and 4.75 inches in
payload within its bounds.
length.
The payload will not be altered by
The payload will not contain any hooks or the team. The AGSE robot arm
other means to grab it.
will be tasked with gripping and
capturing the payload.
The payload may be placed anywhere in the
The team will determine the exact
launch area for insertion, as long as it is
distance required for the robot
outside the mold line of the launch vehicle
arm to grasp the payload and insert
when placed in the horizontal position on the
it into the vehicle.
AGSE.
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Verification
Method
Inspection
Inspection
Inspection

Analysis
Testing

Testing

Inspection

Inspection
Inspection
Analysis
Testing
Analysis
Testing

Analysis
Testing

3.1.4.5

The payload container must utilize a
parachute for recovery and contain a GPS or
radio locator.

The payload section will be
deployed with the upper airframe
of the vehicle, containing the
drogue and a main parachute and a
GPS unit.

Inspection

3.1.5.1.3

A safety light that indicates that the AGSE
power is turned on. The light must be
amber/orange in color. It will flash at a
frequency of 1 Hz when the AGSE is
powered on, and will be solid in color when
the AGSE is paused while power is still
supplied.

A safety light will be incorporated
on the side of the launch rail to
show that power is ON.

Inspection

3.1.1.5.4

An all systems go light to verify all systems
have passed safety verifications and the
rocket system is ready to launch.

A green light will be incorporated
on the side of the launch rail and
turned ON when the LCO
activates the master arming switch.

Inspection

4.5 SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT (AGSE/PAYLOAD)
4.5.1 Safety and Mission Assurance Analysis
Potential Failure
Mode

Payload Capture
Failure

Payload Containment
Failure

Cause

Consequence

Robot arm does not
locate the payload.

Payload is not
captured by AGSE.

Claw at end of robot
arm fails to grip the
payload.

Payload is not
captured by the
AGSE.
Payload is not
contained within the
rocket’s payload bay.
AGSE operations are
aborted and must
restart.
AGSE containment
procedure is aborted
and must start over.

Once payload is
captured, failure to
place payload within
rocket’s payload bay.
Payload bay hatch
does not close
entirely.

Rail Lift Failure

Rail does not reach a
vertical configuration

Rocket has an
undesirable trajectory.

Mitigation
Testing calibration will
determine correct
starting distance of the
payload relative to the
rocket.
Payload will be
oriented perpendicular
to claws
Testing and
calibration

Rigorous testing and
software
Appropriate and
sufficient testing will
be done to verify all
launch procedures go
as planned.

4.5.2 Personnel Hazards
The design of the AGSE was done such that minimal danger is presented to the personnel.

4.5.3 Environmental Concerns
The presence of wind poses a threat to the AGSE because it subjects it to forces not typically expected
during launch. During the full-scale flight test, while the rocket was mounted on the rocket and in the
vertical position, the wind very noticeably shook the rail with the rocket. While it did not sway
dangerously so as to pose a threat to its structural integrity, it is expected that a large increase in wind
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speed could push the rocket rail past its safety limits. Large swaying of the rocket due to wind could
cause it to attain a direction not desired. In order to mitigate the sway of the rocket rail, mechanical
reinforcement will be added.
In addition, given that the robot arm is very light in weight, wind speed could again affect its
performance. The execution of the payload capture and containment relies heavily on the precision of
the robot arm movement. If the wind were to shake the arm, this could compromise its performance.
A counter weight on the opposite side of the payload capturing side of the robot arm will serve a dual
purpose. It will help to decrease the necessary torque to rotate the robot arm, but it would also help
to ballast the arm and thus mitigate shaking due to wind.

5 LAUNCH OPERATIONS PROCEDURES
5.1 CHECKLIST

The following is a step-by-step procedure given to all team members.

5.1.1 Recovery Preparation

1. Kevlar cord will be attached to the eyebolt protruding from the aft electronics bay, just above
the fin can and motor mount tube.
2. Kevlar wadding and drogue parachute will be tied to the same Kevlar cord.
3. Drogue airframe tube will be firmly secured to the fin can using removable nylon screws.
4. Fold and cover drogue parachute using Kevlar wadding and secure inside drogue airframe
tube.
5. Connect black powder charges on lower side of central electronics bay facing the drogue
airframe compartment. Place central electronics bay on open face of the drogue airframe tube.
Secure using nylon shear pins.
6. Tie Kevlar wadding and lower main parachute to the electronics bay eyebolt.
7. Connect black powder charges to upper terminal blocks. Secure main parachute bay to the
central electronics bay using removable nylon screws.
8. Fold and cover lower main parachute using Kevlar wadding and secure inside drogue airframe
tube. Tie piston to free end of the main parachute Kevlar cord and place the bulkhead-side
facing aft.
9. Connect nosecone to upper side of payload bay and secure with removable nylon screws.
10. Tie Kevlar cord to the eyebolt protruding from the lower side of the payload bay. Tie Kevlar
wadding and upper main parachute to the same Kevlar cord.
11. Fold and secure upper main parachute inside the upper section of the main parachute bay.
12. Connect and secure the payload bay to the main parachute bay using nylon shear pins.
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Figure 33: Waterknot - to be used for securing parachutes to Kevlar cord

Figure 34: Folding Parachutes
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5.1.2 Motor Preparation
The Cesaroni K2045 is a disposable reload kit that is ready to use, meaning it must be simply be
inserted into the rocket and then it is ready for launch. The following presents the correct procedure
for preparing the motor:
1. Insert the reload kit into the Cesaroni Pro54 4-grain casing.
2. Insert the grain casing, with motor inside, into the motor mount tube, located on the aft end
of the rocket.
3. Secure the grain casing and motor using the motor retention ring.

5.1.3 Launch Setup
1. The AGSE must be assembled off-site (minimum 200 feet from launch site) and then carried
to the launch site to ensure personnel safety. Since the whole assembly process takes
approximately fifteen minutes, the off-site assembly is done to assure that no danger from
rocket motors or other hardware is presented to the team members.
2. At the launch site, ensure that all AGSE components are rigidly secured and no component is
in danger of coming loose.
3. Slide rocket onto the launch rail using the Acme conformal rail guides.
4. Connect the AGSE components to the control boxes and ensure they are properly electricallyconnected.

5.1.4 Igniter Installation

Once all AGSE procedures have been executed and flight electronics have been armed, a team
member will manually insert the igniter into the motor, ensuring it is fully touching the upper surface
limit of the motor. The same team member will connect the leads of the igniter, maximizing contact
between the leads and the power supply such that electric continuity is assured.

5.1.5 Launch Procedure
The team will follow the prescribed launch procedure:
1. The team will position the launch vehicle horizontally on the launch pad.
2. A master switch will be activated to power on all autonomous procedures and subroutines.
3. After the master switch is turned on and all systems are booted, a pause switch will be
activated, temporarily halting all AGSE procedure and subroutines. This will allow the other
teams at the pads to set up, and do the same.
4. After setup, one judge, one launch services official, and the team will remain at the pad. During
autonomous procedures, the team is not permitted to interact with the AGSE.
5. After all nonessential personnel have evacuated, the pause switch will be deactivated.
6. Once the pause switch is deactivated, the AGSE will capture and contain the payload within
the launch vehicle. If the launch vehicle is in a horizontal position, the launch platform will
then be manually erected by the team to an angle of 5 degrees off vertical, pointed away from
the spectators. The launch services official may re-enable the pause switch at any time at
his/her discretion for safety concerns.
7. After the erection of the launch vehicle, a team member will arm recovery electronics.
8. The igniter is manually installed and the area is evacuated.
9. Once the launch services official has inspected the launch vehicle and declares that the system
is eligible for launch, he/she will activate a master arming switch to enable ignition procedures.
10. The Launch Control Officer (LCO) will activate a hard switch, and then provide a 5-second
countdown.
11. At the end of the countdown, the LCO will push the final launch button, initiating launch.
12. The rocket will launch as designed and jettison the payload at 1,000 feet AGL during descent.
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5.1.6 Troubleshooting



Power cycle the flight computers, re-check for continuity and listen for error codes
Take apart the airframe using the removable pins and check for good contact between the
black powder charges and the terminal blocks. Clean blocks of corrosion if necessary.

5.1.7 Post-flight Inspection
Upon launch of the rocket, all team members must keep visual surveillance of the rocket while it’s in
the air to have an approximate location of the rocket at landing. At landing, the team should wait ten
minutes to make sure that the motor end has enough time to cool down enough for handling. Once
the airframe has been recovered, the inspection should cover these key points:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ensure all black powder charges have detonated before handling the rocket.
Airframe structural integrity - no visible damage has been sustained (i.e. zipper, tears)
Fin strength - ensure that they have not become loose or weakened in some way
Electronics should still be firmly secured.
Inspect knot strength for the parachutes and at the airframe tie-down points
Inspect payload integrity inside the rocket.

5.2 SAFETY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
The following are detailed safety procedures for each of the categories within the Launch Operations
Procedures checklist.

5.2.1 Risks Assessments and Acceptable Levels
Potential Hazards and Failures

Risk Level

Verification/Mitigation

Parachute burns from exposure to
ejection charge due to improper
installation of Kevlar blanket and
wadding.

Improbable

During preparation, it will be ensured that
a Kevlar blanket completely wraps around
parachute making the risk improbable.

Eyebolt does not provide sufficient
anchor for shock cords

Highly
Improbable

Parachute detaches from shock cord
resulting in an uncontrolled descent.

Occasional

Catastrophic Motor Failure (CATO)

Occasional

Altimeters and GPS units fail to
function causing uncontrolled descent
of vehicle due to signal failure to
ejection charges.

Occasional
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Steel 3/8 inch welded eye bolts were
selected ensuring that the eye bolt will not
splay open. The eye bolt selected is rated
to withstand 1,300lbs of force.
Parachute must be securely tied to the
shock cords and the Water Knot, Figure8-Knot, and stopper knots must be
applied where possible.
Engines must be checked before installing
them in the rocket. Casing and nozzle
must be thoroughly inspected for any
defects or cracks. Proper storage and
handling of motor must be followed to
ensure no tampering of nozzle or case
Batteries will be checked and replaced
after each launch to ensure full charge.

Recovery System fails to deploy
causing sections to remain
unseparated, launch vehicle
susceptible to structural damage due
to kinetic energy upon impact, and
the endangerment to spectators and
property.

Occasional

Appropriate and sufficient ground
ejection testing has been done to verify all
launch procedures go as planned.

5.2.2 Environmental Concerns
Weather: High winds or threatening weather will be avoided at all costs to prevent hazardous,
unpredictable flights due to weather cocking. Also, to avoid further drifting of the launch vehicle away
from the launch pad, wind speeds above 20 mph will be avoided. Although most of the adhesives
used to construct the launch vehicle are rated for high heat, electronic components may be affected
due to prolonged sun exposure. As a preemptive measure, the launch vehicle, electronic components,
and personnel will remain under shade for protection as much as possible.

5.2.3

Individual Responsible for Ensuring Safety Procedure

The individual responsible for maintaining safety, quality, and procedures checklists is our Safety
Officer, Maryel Gonzalez, NAR Level 1 Certified.

6 PROJECT PLAN
6.1 BUDGET PLAN
Component Costs
Part

Units

Phenolic Tubing, Couplers, bulkheads
Parachutes
Flight computers (altimeters, data cable, standoffs)
GPS Units + SIM Cards + Activation
Carbon Fiber
Heat Shrink and resin
80/20 supplies - Launchpad
Servo motors
Linear Actuator for rail lift
Electronics

X
3
X
X
20
X
X
X
1
X
1
1
X

Aerotech J270W Reload kit (x1)

Cesaroni K2045 reload kit (x2)
Misc. Hardware (adhesives, nuts/bolts, brackets)
Total

Unit Price
($)
X
X
X
X
30/ft
X
X
X
96.27
X
60
110
X

Price ($)
546.44
160
138.30
66.98
600
198.82
504.77
162.11
96.27
432.64
60.00
220.00
298.91
3385.24

6.2 FUNDING PLAN
In order to raise funds for the rocket, we have executed a multi-pronged plan that will bring in funds
from multiple sources. We set up an online funding page that will serve the purpose of bringing in
funds from online supporters and make it easy for local supporters to donate. We sold food stuffs and
merchandise at tables around the FIU campus to bring in funds from the student body. Our team has
also reached out to local sponsors as well as applied for the local Space Grant to secure further funds.
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Lastly, we partnered with Platinum Fundraising, a local fundraising company, to sell their product (a
Domino’s Pizza card that gave the customer a 50% off reduction in price from their order).
Benefactor
FIU ASME
GoFundMe.com
Platinum Fundraising
TOTAL

Amount
$2700.00
$300.00
$740.00
$3740

6.3 TIMELINE
September
6
11
October
6
10
17
18
31
November
5
6
10
19
21
29
December
20
January
10
16
24
28
February
2
March
14
16
18
April
7
7

Start Recruiting new members
Request for Proposal (RFP) goes out to all teams.
Proposal due to NASA
Start Vehicle design
Awarded proposals announced
Start AGSE design
Team web presence established
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) report due
Start ordering parts for subscale vehicle
Begin fundraising efforts by contacting company sponsors
PDR video teleconference
Begin constructing subscale vehicle
Ground ejection test
Start ordering parts for AGSE
Subscale flight test
Critical Design Review (CDR) report due
Start construction of AGSE
CDR video teleconference
Start testing AGSE
Full-scale flight test
Flight Readiness Review (FRR) report due
FRR video teleconferences
Team travels to Huntsville, AL
Launch Readiness Reviews (LRR)
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8
9
10
12
29

LRR’s and safety briefing
Rocket Fair and Tours of MSFC
Mini/Maxi MAV Launch day, Banquet
Backup launch day
Post-Launch Assessment Review (PLAR) posted

6.4 EDUCATIONAL ENGAGEMENT PLAN AND STATUS
We have successfully conducted their educational engagement plans. On February 27, 2015, we
participated in the annual ‘Engineering Expo’ at the FIU Engineering Center. As part of this event,
1500+ local K-12 students are invited on the campus to visit and tour the labs and see the cool projects
engineering students at FIU are participating in. The motivation for this event is to inspire these young
students to pursue a STEM career by showing them its various applications. Our group, the ASME
student section, conducted two presentations for this event. The first presentation was titled
‘Propulsion 101’. This presentation served as an introductory course in propulsion and how things
move. The primary vehicle for the material was a PowerPoint presentation. At the end, a balloon
experiment was conducted where a large and small balloon were set to “race” against each other;
asking the students to predict which would go farther due to the pressure differences inside. Our
second demonstration consisted of showing the composition of different propellant grains. Very small
amounts of conventional rocket fuels were combusted in a confined environment in order to showcase
the burn profiles of rocket motors. Also, different coloring agents were added to help explain some
of the chemical interactions undergone in the combustion process. Overall, the event was a success
with many supervisors and group supervisors verbally giving their approval of our demonstrations. A
link to a news article of the event, where two of our members were quoted, can be found at:
http://news.fiu.edu/2015/03/engineering-expo-sparks-stem-interest-in-youngsters
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